


Game Overview
A game based around learning various materials and their properties.

Darpan and Nihal have bravely volunteered to be part of Onkar’s quiz show called 
“Can You Guess?”. You might be wondering, how is that brave? 

In the “Can You Guess?” show, each contestant is presented with three mystery 
boxes and they have to guess what the object in each one is made of. Could it be a 
hard brick, a slippery ice cube…or Schrödinger's cat?Anything could be in the boxes.

Each contestant is allowed one hint per box, which Onkar delivers as the host.

Fortunately, the show is scripted, so it’s up to you to whisper the correct responses 
to the contestants via their earpiece. Unfortunately, some of the responses are 
missing from the script, so it would be up to the contestants to figure out some of 
the objects on their own.

The contestant with the most correct guesses wins the show while the other gets 
mud dumped on them from the top. Their fate is in your hands (and some of their 
own guesses)!



Layout
The two nervous monsters stand behind three mystery boxes on each side 
of a makeshift stage (decorated as per theme), with the host sitting 
between the two behind a desk. After welcoming the audience, the host 
leans towards the first contestant to speak to them.

The host asks the first contestant to guess what the object in the first box 
is made of. The contestant puts their hand in said box. You then say the 
prompt for what the material feels like (soft, hard, rubbery, etc). 

The contestant says what the material feels like, and asks for a hint. The 
host delivers the hint, saying what the material could be used for or a 
property of the material.

You then say the prompt for what the object is made of (metal, plastic, 
etc). The contestant says the guess. Onced answered, the object inside the 
box jumps out in front of the box and the host says if the contestant is 
correct or wrong.

Once outside of the box, the object would be gently shaking, prompting you 
to tap it. If tapped, you would see and hear its pronunciation in a speech 
bubble, similar to Hide and Speak. The object would stop shaking once you’ve 
said the object word.

The host then leans to the second contestant and the above loop repeats 
for each box, alternating between the contestants.

After all boxes have been guessed, the host announces who won. The 
winning contestant waves (optional: they jump in joy as glitter falls on 
them), the host thanks the audience for coming, while the losing 
contestant gets mud dumped on them from the ceiling.



Missing Guesses
 Unfortunately, some of the responses are missing from the 
script, exactly 1 response per level to be exact.

If a guess is missing from the script, you would need to 
inform the contestant via their earpiece. 

The contestant would then try to figure out what the object 
in the box is made of by themselves, and inevitably give a 
really, really wrong guess.

The host would then tell the contestant that they got it 
horribly wrong and give the correct answer.

For example, the player would say “The guess is missing from 
the script” and the contestant could say “Is it made of 
farts?”, to which the host would say “No! It is made of 
stone!”

…some monsters just can’t help themselves.



Word list
Box Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

1 Feels [F1] HARD TEARABLE COMPACT CORRUGATED DENSE

Guess [G1] PLASTIC PAPER STONE Cardboard stone

Wrong Guess  
[GW1]

farts

2 Feels [F2] THICK PLIABLE SMOOTH Slippery Rough

Guess [G2] wood Plastic GLASS Ceramic CONCRETE

Wrong Guess  
[GW2]

bubbles

3 Feels [F3] WARM SLIPPERY ROUGH LIGHTWEIGHT Slippery

Guess [G3] WOOL CERAMIC concrete FOAM Glass

Wrong Guess  
[GW3]

poo

The cells shaded         are not said by the player but they are introduced to those words when the monsters say them.



Word list (cont)
Box Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

4 Feels [F4] POLISHED FLEXIBLE DENSE RUBBERY ELASTIC

Guess [G4] METAL LEATHER WOOD silicone Rubber

Wrong Guess  
[GW4]

burps

5 Feels [F5] STRETCHABLE PILLOWY Tearable Hard Rubbery

Guess [G5] FABRIC foam Paper DIAMOND SILICONE

Wrong Guess  
[GW5]

butts

6 Feels [F6] STRETCHY STRONG Flexible Polished UNSCRATCHABLE

Guess [G6] RUBBER CARDBOARD Leather Metal Diamond

Wrong Guess  
[GW6]

The cells shaded         are not said by the player but they are introduced to those words when the monsters say them.



Word list: Object in each box

Box Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

1 BUCKET PAPER STATUE Box Statue

2 VIOLIN BOTTLE GLASSES Vase Brick

3 TEDDY BEAR VASE BRICK Cushion Glasses

4 CUTLASS BOOT DRUMS SPATULA Rubber duck

5 SHIRT CUSHION Paper GEMSTONE Spatula

6 RUBBER DUCK BOX Boot GOLD COINS Gemstone

The objects in each box are theme-agnostic, as detailed in the table below.

There is some degree of flexibility, as the object can be anything that matches the material and feel, as specified in slides 5 and 6. For example, 
any object in box 1 level 1 has to be made of hard plastic, any object in box 2 level 1 has to be made of thick wood, and so on.



Educational Benefits
● Focuses on our Materials and their Properties module
● Associating materials with 

○ feel
○ uses/where it comes from, and 
○ objects made of said material



Dialogue Flow
The next 3 slides is the dialogue flow template to be used for all levels.



Flow: Onkar (Host)
# Objective Triggers 

and 
printed 
response

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Onkar welcomes the 
audience to the show

Welcome friends to ‘Can You Guess’! I am your host, Onkar. NPC: Happy Main

2 2 Onkar introduces the 
contestants

This evening we have the pleasure to introduce our two contestants, 
Darpan and Nihal!

To Darpan

15 3 Onkar says Darpan won Congratulations Darpan, you won! Thanks for joining us today folks, 
see you next time!

Darpan: waves
Nihal: Mud dropped

15 3 Onkar says Nihal won Congratulations Nihal, you won! Thanks for joining us today folks, see 
you next time!

Nihal: waves
Darpan: Mud dropped



Flow: Darpan (Contestant 1)
# Objective Triggers and printed response

(Said by Darpan)
Whispered Prompt
(Said by the Player)

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

3 0 Onkar asks Darpan to guess 
what’s in the first box

Our first contestant today is Darpan!  How are you feeling 
about your chances today?

NPC: Nervous

4 1 Tell Darpan to say they are 
feeling great

“Great” + “Chances”
Uhm, I’m feeling great about my chances 
Onkar!

Say you are feeling great 
about your chances

Alright then! Can you guess what the object in your first 
box is made of?

NPC: Puts hand in 
box

5 2 Tell Darpan to say how the 
object inside the box feels

“[F]” + “Hint”
[FE]

Say it feels [F] and ask for 
a hint

[H] NPC: Nervous

6 3 Tell Darpan the correct guess “[G]”
[GU]

Say that it  is made of [G] [GR] Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

6 3 Tell Darpan that the guess is 
missing

“Missing”
[GU]

The guess is missing from 
the script!

[GR] Onkar: Angry
Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

6.5 3.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Nihal

11 4 Onkar asks Darpan to guess 
what’s in the second box

Can you guess what the object in your second box is made 
of?
(2, 3 and 3.5 milestone plays after that)

13 5 Onkar asks Darpan to guess 
what’s in the third box

Can you guess what the object in your third box is made of?
(2, 3 and 3.5 milestone plays after that)



Flow: Nihal (Contestant 2)
# Objective Triggers and printed response

(Said by Darpan)
Whispered Prompt
(Said by the Player)

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

7 0 Onkar asks Nihal to guess 
what’s in the box

Our second contestant today is Nihal!  How are you feeling 
about your chances today?

NPC: Nervous

8 1 Tell Nihal to say they are feeling 
great

“Great” + “Chances”
Uhm, I’m feeling great about my chances 
Onkar!

Say you are feeling great 
about your chances

Alright then! Can you guess what the object in your first 
box is made of?

NPC: Puts hand in 
box

9 2 Tell Nihal to say how the object 
inside the box feels

“[F]” + “Hint”
[FE]

Say it feels [F] and ask for 
a hint

[H] NPC: Nervous

10 3 Tell Nihal the correct guess “[G]”
[GU]

Say that it  is made of [G] [GR] Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

10 3 Tell Nihal that the guess is 
missing

“Missing”
[GU]

The guess is missing from 
the script!

[GR] Onkar: Angry
Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

10.5 3.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Darpan

12 4 Onkar asks Nihal to guess 
what’s in the second box

Can you guess what the object in your second box is made 
of?
(2, 3 and 3.5 milestones play after that)

14 5 Onkar asks Nihal to guess 
what’s in the third box

Can you guess what the object in your third box is made of?
(2, 3 and 3.5 milestones play after that. Goes to main 
screen for 3.5 milestone instead of Darpan)]



Dialogue Variation
The next slides contain the dialogues that could replace the codes in the Dialogue Flow Template (eg. [H], [FE], 

etc.)

For codes [F], [G] and [GW], see slides 5 and 6.



Hints for each object
As host, Onkar says a hint for each object when the contestant asks them for one.

The next 5 slides detail what Onkar would say for each object across five levels.



Hints: Level 1 [H]
Box Material Hint Level 1

1 Plastic [H1] It can be transparent, so you can see through it

2 Wood [H2] It’s chopped to make furniture

3 Wool [H3] It comes from sheep

4 Metal [H4] It can be shiny

5 Fabric [H5] It is used to make clothes

6 Rubber [H6] It comes from trees



Hints: Level 2 [H]
Box Material Hint Level 1

1 Paper [H1] You can write on it

2 Plastic [H2] It can change shape if you melt it

3 Ceramic [H3] It breaks very easily

4 Leather [H4] It’s made from animal skin

5 Foam [H5] It is soft if you sit on it

6 Cardboard [H6] It can get soggy if you leave it in the rain



Hints: Level 3 [H]
Box Material Hint Level 1

1 Stone [H1] Sand is made of this material

2 Glass [H2] It is used to make mirrors

3 Concrete [H3] Houses are made using this material

4 Wood [H4] It comes from trees

5 Paper [H5] You wipe your bum with it when you go to the loo

6 Leather [H6] You can make shoes with it



Hints: Level 4 [H]
Box Material Hint Level 1

1 Cardboard [H1] You can use it to make a cool robot costume

2 Ceramic [H2] You can make roof tiles with it!

3 Foam [H3] It can be any colour

4 Silicone [H4] It’s waterproof

5 Diamond [H5] It’s shiny and precious

6 Metal [H6] Electricity can go through it



Hints: Level 5 [H]
Box Material Hint Level 1

1 Stone [H1] The Romans used it to make roads

2 Concrete [H2] You can use it to build walls

3 Glass [H3] It’s recyclable

4 Rubber [H4] It is used to make elastic bands

5 Silicone [H5] It’s made from sand

6 Diamond [H6] It’s used in jewellery



Wrong Guess Responses [GR]
Level Guess 

Response
Box Level 1

1 [GR1] 2 Bubbles are not that thick. It’s made of wood

2 [GR2] 5 Some butts are pillowy, but no, it’s made of foam

3 [GR3] 3 Unless you’re constipated, it’s made of concrete

4 [GR4] 4 How are burps rubbery? No, it’s made of silicone

5 [GR5] 1 You might think it is, but no it’s made of stone

The table below shows the responses that Onkar gives when the contestant gives a wrong guess in each level. Only one guess per level is missing 
from the script, and thus wrong.



Correct Guess Responses [GR]
Guess 
Response

[GR6] You are correct!

[GR7] That’s right!

[GR8] Yay! That’s right!

[GR9] Absolutely

[GR10] That’s spot on

[GR11] You’ve hit the nail on the head

[GR12] You’re dead right

[GR13] Correct!

[GR14] I’m sorry to say this but you are…correct!

The table below shows 9 potential responses that Onkar gives when the contestant guesses correctly. This can be chosen at random.



Guesses [GU]
Guess 
Response

[GU1] I am guessing this is made of [G/GW]?

[GU2] Is it made of [G/GW]?

[GU3] I’m going to guess that it’s made of [G/GW]

[GU4] Is it made of [G/GW]?

[GU5] My guess is that it’s made of [G/GW]

[GU6] It’s made of [G/GW]

[GU7] Definitely made of [G/GW]

[GU8] I’m guessing it’s made of [G/GW]?

[GU9] I don’t know, [G/GW]?

The table below shows 9 potential dialogues that a contestant says when guessing (irrespective of right or wrong guess). This can be chosen at 
random.



Feels [FE]
Guess 
Response

[FE1] Hmm, this feels [F]. Can you give me a hint?

[FE2] Oh, this feels [F]. What’s the hint?

[FE3] Interesting, this feels [F]. Hint please?

[FE4] It feels [F], but I’m not sure. Hint please?

[FE5] This feels [F]. Can you give me a hint please?

[FE6] It feels [F]. What is the hint?

The table below shows 6 potential dialogues that a contestant says when guessing (irrespective of right or wrong guess). This can be chosen at 
random.



Sample Dialogue Flow
The next 5 slides show how the dialogue flow could work for level 1 using the dialogue template



Flow: Onkar (Host)
# Objective Triggers 

and 
printed 
response

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Onkar welcomes the 
audience to the show

Welcome friends to ‘Can You Guess’! I am your host, Onkar. NPC: Happy Main

2 2 Onkar introduces the 
contestants

This evening we have the pleasure to introduce our two contestants, 
Darpan and Nihal!

To Darpan

23 3 Onkar says Nihal won Congratulations Nihal, you won! Thanks for joining us today folks, see 
you next time!

Nihal: waves
Darpan: Mud dropped



Flow: Darpan (Contestant 1)
# Objective Triggers and printed response

(Said by Darpan)
Whispered Prompt
(Said by the Player)

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

3 0 Onkar asks Darpan to guess 
what’s in the first box

Our first contestant today is Darpan!  How are you feeling 
about your chances today?

NPC: Nervous

4 1 Tell Darpan to say they are 
feeling great

“Great” + “Chances”
Uhm, I’m feeling great about my chances 
Onkar!

Say you are feeling great 
about your chances

Alright then! Can you guess what the object in your first 
box is made of?

NPC: Puts hand in 
box

5 2 Tell Darpan to say how the 
object inside the box feels

“hard” + “Hint”
Hmm, this feels hard. Can you give me a hint?

Say it feels hard and ask 
for a hint

It can be transparent, so you can see through it NPC: Nervous

6 3 Tell Darpan the correct guess “plastic”
I am guessing this is made of plastic

Say that it  is made of 
plastic

That’s spot on Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

6.5 3.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Nihal



Flow: Darpan (Contestant 1) continued
# Objective Triggers and printed response

(Said by Darpan)
Whispered Prompt
(Said by the Player)

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

11 4 Onkar asks Darpan to guess 
what’s in the second box

Can you guess what the object in your second box is made 
of?

12 5 Tell Darpan to say how the 
object inside the box feels

“thick” + “Hint”
Oh, this feels thick. What’s the hint?

Say it feels thick and ask 
for a hint

It’s chopped to make furniture NPC: Nervous

13 6 Tell Darpan that the guess is 
missing

“Missing”
I’m going to guess that it’s made of bubbles

The guess is missing from 
the script!

Bubbles are not that thick. It’s made of wood Onkar: Angry
Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

13.5 6.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Nihal

17 7 Onkar asks Darpan to guess 
what’s in the third box

Can you guess what the object in your third box is made of?

18 8 Tell Darpan to say how the 
object inside the box feels

“warm” + “Hint”
It feels warm, but I’m not sure. Hint please?

Say it feels warm and ask 
for a hint

It comes from sheep NPC: Nervous

19 9 Tell Darpan the correct guess “wool”
My guess is that it’s made of wool

Say that it  is made of 
wool

You’re dead right Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

19.5 9.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Nihal



Flow: Nihal (Contestant 2)
# Objective Triggers and printed response

(Said by Darpan)
Whispered Prompt
(Said by the Player)

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

7 0 Onkar asks Nihal to guess 
what’s in the first box

Our second contestant today is Nihal!  How are you feeling 
about your chances today?

NPC: Nervous

8 1 Tell Nihal to say they are feeling 
great

“Great” + “Chances”
Uhm, I’m feeling great about my chances 
Onkar!

Say you are feeling great 
about your chances

Alright then! Can you guess what the object in your first 
box is made of?

NPC: Puts hand in 
box

9 2 Tell Nihal to say how the object 
inside the box feels

“polished” + “Hint”
It feels polished. What is the hint?

Say it feels polished and 
ask for a hint

It can be shiny NPC: Nervous

10 3 Tell Nihal the correct guess “metal”
It’s made of metal

Say that it  is made of 
metal

Correct! Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

10.5 3.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Darpan



Flow: Nihal (Contestant 2) continued
# Objective Triggers and printed response

(Said by Darpan)
Whispered Prompt
(Said by the Player)

Milestone Response
(Said by Onkar)

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

14 4 Onkar asks Nihal to guess 
what’s in the second box

Can you guess what the object in your second box is made 
of?

15 5 Tell Nihal to say how the object 
inside the box feels

“stretchable” + “Hint”
Oh, this feels stretchable. What’s the hint?

Say it feels stretchable 
and ask for a hint

It is used to make clothes NPC: Nervous

16 6 Tell Nihal the correct guess “fabric”
Definitely made of fabric

Say that it  is made of 
fabric

Absolutely Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

16.5 6.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. To Darpan

20 7 Onkar asks Nihal to guess 
what’s in the third box

Can you guess what the object in your third box is made of?

21 8 Tell Nihal to say how the object 
inside the box feels

“elastic” + “Hint”
This feels elastic. Can you give me a hint 
please?

Say it feels elastic and ask 
for a hint

It is used to make elastic bands NPC: Nervous

22 9 Tell Nihal the correct guess “rubber”
I don’t know, rubber?

Say that it  is made of 
rubber

Yay! That’s right! Anim: Object 
jumps out of box

22.5 9.5 Pause until player says the object that’s just come out of the box. Object will be slightly shaking to prompt the player to tap it and say the object word. Main



Asset List
Character Outfits Textures, Particle effects & UI SFX Animations Environment Props

Pirate Bow tie (for Onkar to 
wear as host)

Earpiece (for Nihal 
and Darpan to wear 
to get prompts from 
the player)

Costumes for Nihal 
and Darpan:

Pirate:
2x Pirate Costumes

Space:
2x Space Suits

Safari:
2x any safari themed 
costume we make 
for the monsters

Mud on Nihal texture (for 
when one of the contestants 
gets mud thrown on them 
from the ceiling) (from Hide 
and Speak)

Mud on Darpan texture (for 
when one of the contestants 
gets mud thrown on them 
from the ceiling) (from Hide 
and Speak)

Optional: Glitter falling on 
Nihal (for when they win)

Optional: Glitter falling on 
Darpan(for when they win)

—-----------------------
Speech bubble UI (from Hide 
and Speak) (to be used when 
the player taps an object that 
is already out of its box)

Dialogue UI (from Chit Chat)

Correct answer

Wrong answer

Audience applause (for end 
of show and introducing a 
contestant NPC) (from 
Chit Chat asset list)

Audience mumble idle (for 
start of show) (from Chit 
Chat asset list)

Asking a question openly 
(few variants) (from Chit 
Chat asset list)

Answering nervously (few 
variants)

Answering angrily (from 
Chit Chat asset list)

Prompts audio

Dialogues audio

Mud drop on a monster 
(for when one of the 
contestants gets mud 
dropped on them from the 
ceiling)

Object jumps out of box 
and lands in front of box 
(anim or possibly code?)

Light shaking of object, 
until tapped (anim or 
possibly code?)

Nervous (for Nihal and 
Darpan)

Happy (for Onkar)

Angry (for Onkar when the 
contestants give a wrong 
guess)

Optional: Jumping of joy 
(for the contestant if they 
win)

Sad (for the contestant if 
they lose)

Curtains (from Chit-Chat)

Stage lights (from Chit-Chat)

Spotlights (from Chit-Chat)

Stage (from Chit-Chat)

Background props:

Pirate:
Jolly Roger flag on a 
cardboard cut-out board
Barrels
Treasure chest

Space:
Starry night with celestial 
bodies on a cardboard 
cut-out board
Telescope
Alien cardboard cut-out

Safari:
Jungle cardboard cut-out 
board
Palm trees

3 Coloured boxes x 2

Object in box props:
Hard plastic bucket
Wood violin (from Noisy Notes)
Wool teddy bear (from Chit Chat)
Metal cutlass (from Hide and Speak)
Fabric shirt
Rubber duck
Piece of paper (from Chit Chat)
Soft plastic bottle
Ceramic vase
Leather boot (from Monster Chef)
Foam cushion
Cardboard pizza box (from Monster Chef)
Stone statue
Pair of glasses (from Chit Chat)
Concrete brick
Wooden drums (from Noisy Notes)
Silicone spatula
Diamond gemstone
Gold coins (from Land Ho)

Space

Safari



Scenario tool additions
● Ability to pause milestone until player says the object word once it’s out of the box then resume
● Option to select a different trigger animation for each NPC (Onkar, Nihal and Darpan) for each milestone (even 

if it isn’t a character trigger milestone)
● Option to add multiple trigger SFXs, including which order they should play. The next milestone would be 

triggered after all the SFXs play out
● Optional: Selecting dialogue randomly from a predefined list
● Optional: Selecting dialogue based on whether the contestant has guessed correctly or not


